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Question: 1
An application developer has written the following code on an HTML page supporting JavaScript
to open a new window. Which of the following buttons provides the best way to close the new
window?
A. <INPUT
TYPE=”button”
VALUE=”Open
Message
Window”
on
Click=”newwINDOW=WINDOW
OPEN(“ tmpWindow; resizable=no, width=200,hiegt200)”>
B. <INPUTTYPE=”button”VALUE=”Close Message Window” onClick=tmpWindow.close0”>
C. <INPUTTYPE=”button”VALUE=”Close Message Window” onClick=newWindow.close0”>
D. <INPUTTYPE=”button”VALUE=”Close Message Window” onClick=Child.close0”>
E. <INPUTTYPE=”button”VALUE=”Close Message Window” onClick=this.close0”>
Answer: B
Question: 2
What value should be assigned to the dir parameter if a block of text within an HTML document is
to be displayed from right to left?
A. RIGHT
B. RTL
C. LEFT
D. RIGHTTOLEFT
Answer: B
Question: 3
Choose the appropriate XSLT selector that transforms the following
element:
<book_title>
into an HTML <H1> element content:
<book_title> Cool Book</book_title>
A. <H1><xls:value-of select=”book-title”></H1>
B. <H1><xls:value-of =”book-title”></H1>
C. <H1><xls:value- select=”book-title”></H1>
D. <H1><xls:select=”book-title”></H1>
Answer: A
Question: 4
A contxtual selector can be used to set hich of the following?
A. Exceptions to the current style sheet
B. A JMS message destination
C. JNDI root context
D. Servlet context choice
Answer: A
Question: 5
The following excerpt from a JSP is meant to display the following output:
The price without tax is: 100.0
The tax rate is:0.15
The tax on your purchase is: 15.0
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The total cost is: 115.0
Using only the line numbers outlined in the JSP excerpt, identify the three lines that need to be
changed to allow for proper translation\compilation\display of the JSP. (Select three answers)
The JSP excerpt with the errors is:

A. Line 1
B. Line 2
C. Line 3
D. Line 4
E. Line 5
F. Line 6
G. Line 7
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 6
Consider the following traditional JSP tag:
<%! Int I =0;%>
Which of the following represent the complete and correct XML-based JSP tags to accomplish
the same task as the traditional JSP tag above?
A. <jsp:declaration int i =0; />
B. <jsp:declaration> int i =0;<jsp:declaration>
C. <declaration int i =0; >/declaration>
D. <declaration int i =0; />
Answer: B
Question: 7
A developer wants to make use of a pre-existing tag library in a JSP. One of the tags in the library
takes in two numbers, adds them together and outputs the result. The following directive appears
at the top of the JSP that will use the tag:
<%@ taglib uri=_ HYPERLINK "http://www.Real-exams/addition"
__http://www.Real-exams/addition_ prefix=”calculate”/>
Given the following except from the tag library descriptor, what syntax would the developer use in
order to use the tag called add that adds the two numbers together?
<tag>
<name>add</name>
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<tagclass>com.examples.Calculator</tagclass>
<attribute>
<name>first</name>
<required>true</required>
<rtexpurid>true</rtexprvalue>
</attribute>
<attribute>
<name>second</name>
<required>true</required>
<rtexprvalue>true</rtexprvalue>
</attribute>
</tag>
A. <calculate:add>first=”5”,second=”10”</calculate:add>
B. <addition:add>first=”5”,second=”10”/>
C. <calculate:add>first=”5”,second=”10”/>
D. <calculate:add>first=”5”,second=”10”/>
Answer: C
Question: 8
A servlet instantiates a JavaBean and stores it in the ServletContext object using the following
code:
Com.mybean.Employee worker = new com.mybean;Employee0;
servletContext.setAttribute(“employee” worker);
The servlet then returns a response to the client, which subsequently makes another request to a
JSP IN THE SAME Web application as the original servlet. Which of the following allows the JSP
to retrieve the JaveBean that theservlet stored in the ServletContext?
A. <jsp:useBean id=”employee” class=”com.mybean.Employee”scope=”servletcontext”/>
B. <jsp:useBean id=”worker” class=”com.mybean.Employee”scope=”session”/>
C. <jsp:useBean id=”employee” class=”com.mybean.Employee”scope=”request”/>
D. <jsp:useBean id=”worker” class=”com.mybean.Employee”scope=”application”/>
E. <jsp:useBean id=”worker” class=”com.mybean.Employee”/>
F. The original JavaBean cannot be retrieved.
Answer: D
Question: 9
Which HTTP header type contain the Cache-Control field?
A. general-header
B. request-header
C. response-header
D. entity-header
Answer: A
Question: 10
Which is the default control types for an HTML input element?
A. text
B. button
C. checkbox
D. radio
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